I N A previous study, we described the eleetrophysiologieal characteristics of cells which were located in a region adjacent to the postero-inferior margin of the membranous portion of the interventricular septum of the dog heart. 1 These cells showed action potentials which resembled in shape and magnitude those from the cells of the atrioventricular node. 2 " 4 The cells were important in unidirectional atrioventricular (A-V) conduction. That is to say, in those eases in which conduction from atrium to ventricle occurred readily, but from ventricle to atrium did not occur readily, the cells were found to be involved in retrograde conduction block. Potentials from these cells are classified into three types according to their response: The first type of cell responded to all ventricular stimuli with a full-sized action potential. In this respect, the action potentials of these cells were like those of ordinary ventricular muscle fibers, although different in shape and size. The potentials resembled atrioventricular nodal potential in shape and size. A second type of cell did not respond to ventricular stimuli, in spite of the fact that the cell was situated on the ventricular side of the atrioventricular border; the action potential of this type of cell had a fixed time relationship to action potentials from the atrioventricular node. Cells of the third type responded to ventricular stimulation by showing a localized depolarization or occasionally a full-sized action potential, whereas they responded to atrial stimulation with a full-sized action potential. These cells were considered to be most important in retrograde conduction block. They differed from the second type of cell in that they did respond, if only partially, to ventricular stimulation. It was felt that the electrophysiological findings in these studies required substantial histological verification. Although the histological localization of the cells of the third type was discussed in the previous report, 1 further histological studies were performed to identify the origin of the potentials of the first and second types, as well as to obtain further evidence concerning the potentials of the third type.
Methods
The isolated dog 1 heart was immersed in a muscle chamber containing about 220 ml. of oxygenated Tyrode solution at 37 C. The heart was also perfused with oxygenated Tyrode solution at the same temperature through a modified Langendorff technique. The sinus node was removed, and the regions of the atrioventricular node and bundle of His were approached through a window cut in the anterior wall of the right heart. Two microelectrodes were simultaneously employed. One of these electrodes was used to search for cells producing the action potential shapes described above in the region adjacent to the postero-inferior margin of the membranous portion of the interventricnlar septum. The other microelectrode was inserted into the atrioventricular nodal region or into ordinary ventricular muscle. Electrical stimulation was applied either to the ventricle or to the atrium. Details of the preparation have been reported elsewhere. 1 ' 5 ' G The results are limited to those experi-7uents in which orthogradc conduction occurred while retrograde conduction did not, i.e., when both orthograde and retrograde conduction occurred, the experiment was not included.
After records had been taken from a cell, the mieroelectrode was gently cut near its tip with scissors, care being taken not to move the tip, and the tip was left in the tissue. The tissues were fixed, embedded in paraffin, sectioned serially at 10 ix, and stained with hematoxylin-eosin, by van Gieson stain or Masson's trichrome stain. The broken tip of the microeleetrode was located as a means of identifying the particular cells from Circulation Research, Volume IX, November 1961 1299
Figure 1
Histological examination of the origin of the first type of potential. In the upper part of (A) is seen the specialized muscular tissue at the transition between the right bundle branch and the bifurcation of the bundle of His. The latter is on the right just outside the figure. In the lower part of the figure is seen the ordinary ventricular muscle of the interventricular septum. The black arrow indicates the broken tip of the microelectrode which is in the specialized muscular tissue. The tip was sectioned transversely in this preparation and its fragments are seen. Van Gieson stain: magnification, X 50. In (B), the point of insertion of the microelectrode is indicated by the white point and the white arrow. The dotted line indicates the membranous portion of the interventricular septum.
which records were taken. The three cell types described were so close to one another that a different type of potential was frequently obtained when the electrode was removed from a recording point and then reinserted as close as possible to the point. Furthermore, in some experiments it was not possible to discover even one of the three types of potential, and discovery of all three types of potential was only occasionally accomplished in a single experiment. Therefore, the histological preparations presented here were obtained from different dog hearts.
Results
In some preparations, the tissue showed a microscopic local fragmentation, presumablycaused by movement of the tip of the microelectrode. In cases in which this occurred, the data were discarded, although from these experiments we did get a rough idea of the region from which the potentials originated. In gross observation, the first type of cell, i.e., that which always fired when on retrograde conduction block, was located on the distal side of the A-V conduction system. The second type of cell, that which never responded to ventricular stimuli during retrograde conduction block, was located closest to the atrium; and the third type of cell, that which gave a localized depolarization during retrograde conduction block, was located between these two. All cells were near the postero-inferior margin of the membranous portion of the interventricular septum. Histologically, all three potential types described were found to originate from the ventricular portion of the specialized conduction tissue. The first type of potential was obtained from the region of the transition from the bifurcation of the bundle of His to the right bundle branch, i.e., slightly distal to the bifurcation, as shown in figure 1 . The specific features of this type of cell, as well as of other types, are diagrammatically shown in figure 2. Similar results have been presented previously. 1 Action potentials similar to those recorded from this type of cell were occasionally recorded when the tip of the microelectrode lay between ordinary ventricular muscle tissue and connective tissue. In this case, however, the cell showed no response to atrial stimulation. As stated, the first type of cell responded to both atrial and ventricular stimulation. When potentials of the second type were recorded, the tip of the microelectrode was found to lie above the bifurcation of the bundle of His, as shown in figure 3 . The cells of the third type, which responded during orthograde conduction but showed only a partial depolarization during retrograde conduction, were previously reported to lie just above or at the bifurcation of the bundle of His. 1 This find-Circulation Research, Volume IX, Sovembcr 1961 ing was confirmed repeatedly in the present study, and an example is shown in figure 4 . These cells were found between the cells of the first and second types on histological study also, slightly distal to the location of cells of the second type.
Discussion
These results confirmed histologically the deduction which was made from electrophysiological findings in the previous report. 1 That is, the cells of the first type were actually distal, those of the second type were proximal, and those of the third type were between the other two, all three types lying within the specialized muscular tissue. The last finding is important, because if any of the three types of cells happened to be ordinary ventricular muscle fibers, many of the electrophysiological findings would lose their significance.
When retrograde A-V conduction is completely blocked, a region of conduction failure must extend across the entire bundle of His. Actually, we could find only one or several points of block within a small area. By employing the microelectrode technique, it was impossible to comb all the cells of the zone. Indeed, when the microelectrode was shifted however slightly from the point showing the third type of potential, a different type of potential was actually found. However, since the second type of potential was found in the vicinity and its location histologically confirmed, this supported the conclusion that the cells of the third type were actually the site of block. The relationship reported previously 1 between the cells of the second type and the atrioventricular node is important: the atrioventricular node, which is distant from points where this potential is recorded, showed action potentials which bore a fixed time relationship to this. The atrioventricular node did not show even localized depolarization in response to ventricular stimuli when unidirectional block existed. This relationship further supports the above conclusion.
There is some evidence in our experiments that, in some abnormal conditions, these cells in or near the bifurcation of the bundle of His can display other varieties of A-V conduction block, such as block of both retrograde and orthograde conduction, or, very rarely, orthograde conduction block in the presence of retrograde conduction. In this regard, it is interesting to examine Scherf and Schott's discussion of human "retrograde V-A conduction of ventricular automatic beats and of ventricular extrasystoles in complete A-V block." 7 These conditions are rare and the anatomical observations are especially scanty. They state: "In the three cases in which histologieal findings were reported (Wolferth and McMillan, Lequime and Sanabria, Winternitz and Langendorf) the degenerative changes were situated in the common bundle near its bifurcation and the upper portion of one or both main branches, whereas the A-V node and the upper portion of the bundle of His were relatively unaffected."
In clinical electrocardiography, such relatively common events as nodal premature beats or nodal rhythm indicate a relative ease of retrograde conduction from atrioventricular node to atrium, and the localization of retrograde A-V conduction block to a site in or near the bifurcation of the bundle of His appears to be acceptable. Occasionally, however, in interpreting clinical electrocardiograms, one finds cases in which experts doubt that retrograde block is localized below the atrioventricular node. However, in our dog experiments, we found cells exhibiting vigorous spontaneous activity including prominent slow diastolic depolarization, not only in the atrioventricular node itself, but also in or near the bifurcation of the bundle of His. Unfortunately, we have not as yet been successful in histologically locating these cells, but some of them seemed to be below the cells of the third type and others above them. It is suggested, therefore, that the mechanism of such human cases be reconsidered in the light of the possibility that the origin of the ectopic beats or rhythm may not be the atrioventricular node itself, but may be cells in or near the bifurcation of the bundle of His. Or the mechanism of the abnormal state 
B Figure 4
Histological examination of the origin of the third type of potential. The specialized muscular tissue seen in the upper part of (A) is the bifurcation of the bundle of His. In the lower part of the figure is seen the ordinary ventricular muscle at the top of the interventricular septum. The broken tip of the microelectrode is seen in the black circle indicated by the arroxc. Note that this site is slightly distal to that shown in figure 3A . Vail Gieson stain; magnification, X 45. (B) is the same as figure 1. response during ventricular stimulation, i.e., retrograde conduction and retrograde conduction block, as shown in (B). (d) Same cell as (a) shows no response to ventricular stimulation. Note shock artifacts in the figure. The action potential shown occurred in association with that of the atrioventricular node and atrial muscle fibers and is not a response to ventricular stimulation, (e) Same cell as (b) during ventricular stimulation usually shoics small potentials described as localized depolarization (the first and third beats of the figure) . Occasionally a full-sized action potential (the second heat) is seen to occur. Such full-sized action potentials are presumed to be blocked at adjacent cells of this type in the case of retrograde A-V conduction block, (f) Same cell as (c) responds to all ventricular stimuli icith full-sized action potentials. Potentials differ in shape and size from potentials of ordinary ventricular muscle fibers. Time marks at 100-msec. intervals. The vertical scale on the right denotes zero and -50 mV. SANO, .'SUCHIHASHI, SHIMAMOTO might be different from that of the normal state.
As an alternative, it is possible that there are several points in the conduction system which can show activity similar to that of cells of the third type. For instance, Scher and associates 8 found by a different method that the atrial margin of the atrioventricular node showed retrograde delay in the A-V conduction, especially on rapid stimulation. However, they solely studied hearts in which retrograde block did not occur, while we studied hearts in which there was retrograde block.
In this paper, the small potential of the third type has been called a localized depolarization according to our primary consideration just to avoid confusion. However, its mechanism might be a decremental conduction, as was stated in the previous report. 1 We examined our staining material to see if we could find any anatomical correlates for the strange electrophysiological behavior of cells in this region. Unfortunately, we could not reach any definite conclusion, although many speculative suggestions could be made.
Summary
In our previous study, three types of intracellular potentials were found in a small area in the region adjacent to the postero-inferior margin of the membranous portion of the interventricular septum of the isolated dog heart. From the electrophysiological behavior of these cells, it was presumed that the cells of the third type were the point of block for retrograde conduction in cases of unidirectional A-V conduction, and that those of the first type lay upstream from the point of retrograde conduction block, whereas those of the second type lay-downstream beyond the blocking point. In this study, histological examination was used to find the origins of these three types of potentials. When a potential of one or another type was found the mieroelectrode tip was gently cut off and later localized histologically. It was found that all three types of potential originated from the ventricular portion of the special-ized muscilar tissue, that the origin of the third type was just above or at the bifurcation of the bundle of His, and that the origin of the first type was distal while that of the second type was proximal to the origin of the third type. Thus, the deduction from the electrophysiological behavior was proved by the histological examination. This gave further evidence for our belief that there is a sensitive point for retrograde conduction block in unidirectional A-V conduction just above the bifurcation of the bundle of His.
